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Thank you for choosing the automated regression testing session. In this presentation, we will take a look at a technology for dramatically increasing your QA productivity. We will also look at some integrations specific to CA Plex and CA 2E developers.



Value Proposition

Automated testing radically 
alters the economics of quality

Removes technical barriers for wider participation

Expands test coverage across applications & platforms

Reduces implementation overhead

Reduces lifetime cost of ownership
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Automated testing is a technology that can radically alter the economics of software development. Investment in this technology can enable you to provide better software quality, both more rapidly and at a lower cost.First, use of a team based product can remove the technical barriers that make collaboration difficult. In many cases QA, development, and the business users do their work in silos, with little interaction. Just think about the possibilities of a team environment. In this environment, users can automatically send screens and data to recreate a problem to QA, who verifies the issue and sends notes to development. Development can then run the same automated scripts to verify that the problem is fixed. Secondly, in today software world, there are often several enterprise applications that must communicate and be tested as interconnected systems.  However, expanding the automated QA process to cover applications with different presentations running on different platforms can be very difficult. Cross platform tooling can make this much easier to accomplish.Third, the act of implementing a new system version or new package is in itself very costly. Automation can reduce this cost by driving down the time required to put a new version into production, an activity that is often repeated several times during the life span of the application.These all add up to one primary benefit – reducing the total lifetime cost of ownership for your software assets, be they applications developed in house with CA technologies, other enterprise  applications, or enterprise packages like SAP or PeopleSoft.



Certify beats Traditional Automation
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Given that automation is the way to reduce software QA costs, lets take a look at the advantages a script-less tool like Certify can provide over traditional automation. With traditional automation, although far superior to manual testing, you still have a complex process that needs to involve skilled and hard to find technical resources. Your business analysts must hand over test plans and scripts to these technicians to record, code, modify, and debug the scripts. So testing becomes a software development project in its own right with multiple hand off points – not an ideal situation.  We call this the circle of pain.�As you will see in the demo, certify brings an analyst friendly approach to defining and executing the test plan. This an approach that can be directly executed by your business analysts and subject matter experts – the people closest to the real world requirements. This cuts down on both resources required and time.
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Lets take a look at benefits another way. Worksoft Certify actual reduces the time to implement new software. With both manual techniques and tradition scripting tools, development takes place in a very linear fashion. Testing cannot occur until development is completing, cementing QA’s roles as a quote “bottleneck” in the process since they are the last step before implementation.On the other hand, with Certify test development can occur in a parallel fashion during design and development by the QA team. Therefore testing is largely removed from the critical path – resulting in faster delivery cycles. Other benefits of certify are a reduced QA training requirement and more efficient maintenance due to the fact you now have test assets at your disposal for future releases.
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Lets now move on to looking at the architecture of the tool. Certify is an enterprise level tool that can be utilized throughout the organization, including development, QA, and the business users. At the heart of Certify is a centralized collaboration database. This database, running on SQL Server, holds the information on all the applications under tests – from the applications maps and requirements through to test results. This collaborative approach is critical to achieving the benefits of automation – development can see exactly what the users are seeing.Integrated to the database are the interfaces to different application technologies. Certify can handle virtually any application. For standard technologies, there are generic interfaces that link to applications written in technologies as  diverse as 5250, web, C#, and VB. As you will see in the demonstration, a recent new interface is CA Plex.If Certify does not handle your technology right out of the box, there is a software development kit that can be employed to define the technology to Certify. This SDK for example was employed to construct the CA Plex interface.Certify also handles popular enterprise applications out of the box. Support for SAP, Oracle, and PeopleSoft is strong. Process flows and application maps are handled out of the box, saving time and money on definition. For example, SAP is said to contain about 20,000 screens – you can imagine the effort to test an application of this magnitude without this type  of support.



• Video demo goes here
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Now that we have run through some theory, lets take a look at the actual Certify tooling. We will be looking at an application under test scenario that involves different platforms. We will also be looking at Worksoft’s new CA Plex interface.



Select Certify Clients
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You can see from the slide that Worksoft has many clients, many of whom are willing to share their experiences with the technology and the time and money they have saved with the tooling. The customer list contains many that are IBM i and CA customers who are testing applications on variety of platforms. And this list contains customers that have previously invested in automated testing, but found that Certify was a better tool that the traditional tools they were using. I would like to share a few quotes with you on this.With Aflac, one application took four months to test with traditional scripting. today with Certify:  32 apps are tested in four monthsWith Fidelity, they spend 2 years implementing a traditional Scripting tool , only to find that 2 out of 12 Member QA team could use tool. And business analysts could use it. “Q/A is a bottleneck.” Today with Certify: 12 out of 12 member QA team are using Certify, and additionally 50+ Business Analysts & users are using the toolingWith Schwab, they found it required 2 weeks training per user on a particular script programming language. After they switched to certify, they experienced an 80% Time savings & productivity gain, requiring only 2 days classroom training per user.

http://www.fidelity.com/�


Summary

• Business risk increasing
• market pressure drives schedules

• Manual testing can’t keep pace
• no reusability means decreasing coverage

• Automation is the answer
• Worksoft Certify makes it easy to:

− accelerate
− automate
− Collaborate
− With CA development tools
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I would like to summarize with this simple message.Automated testing is gaining ground for the simple reason that it is impossible to deliver quality software with the time and resources you have. Contractual commitments, government mandats, market opportunities, and competitive responses all put pressure on release cycles.Added to this is the fact that applications are more complex than ever and the inventory keeps growing. This graph tells the story: over time, the amount of functionality in an application grows continuously, yet the amount of time and resources spent on testing stays flat or even declines. This means that over time the test coverage steadily goes down, which means the risk of failure goes up. This is why applications that have been working for years start to fail in production. One of customers told us that 70% of their production errors came from code that worked in previous releases.Worksoft Certify is a fresh and innovative automated solution that takes into account the limitations of time and money.  You can ensure your test plans are compliant with relevant privacy and security requirements, and are executed in a controlled manner – reducing risk and cost while improving overall quality.



Website
Click logo or link

http://adcaustin.com/products/application-lifecycle-management
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This concludes the presentation. If you find value in what you saw today, there is more information available on our web sites. Please visit us at adcaustin.com. 

http://adcaustin.com/products/ibm-i-modernization�
http://adcaustin.com/products/ibm-i-modernization�
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